Contact exchange@uu.nl if you want to get into
contact with one of our students.

UU Study Abroad Report Form
faculty/college
level

Geesteswetenschappen
bachelor’s

master’s

name study programme

Filosofie

destination city & country

Victoria, Canada

name university abroad

University of Victoria

start date

01 / 09 / 2021 (dd/mm/yyyy)

end date

31 / 12 / 2021 (dd/mm/yyyy)

PREPARATION
exchange application process
I had originally been accepted for the Fall term in 2021, but due to Covid-19 that fell through. For this application
I went to the seminars and orientation days, which helped a lot with the application process. The following year I
applied again, this time Covid did not get in the way of the exchange.
counselling & support at Utrecht University
The information and seminars the UU offers are very good. From choosing your destination to writing your
motivation letter.
academic preparation
N.A.
language preparation
N.A.
finances
Victoria is quite expensive. Expect to pay prices like you would here at Albert Heijn and then some. I
mealprepped all of my meals to save money. Had I cooked every day, my wallet would not have been very
happy with me. Going out for dinner is often cheaper than cooking, which I found surprising. Green Cuisine was
a personal favorite; delicious vegan food for next to nothing!

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD
study programme (content and organisational issues)
UVic has so many amazing courses to choose from, it was honestly hard to pick. I ended up going with Healthy
Sexuality, an Indigenous studies class, a French class and a Gender studies class. I would recommend each and
every one of these courses. Healthy Sexuality is taught by Charlotte Loppie, whom is an amazing teacher. The
Netherlands don’t offer a class like this. It’s such a safe space and you’ll learn so many things! While you’re in
Canada, I would highly encourage you to take an Indigenous studies class. You’ll unlearn a lot of things we’re
taught about history from a European perspective. It’ll teach you a lot about the actual history of the land we
now refer to as Canada.
The application process for the courses is confusing, though. So make sure you attend the seminars provided by
UVic, explaining this process.

academic quality of education activities
The level of the courses is lower than in the Netherlands. There’s a lot more small projects and less exams.
Most exams are multiple choice. I took 5 classes, which was very doable. I worked very hard the first two
months and once I made some friends and had settled, I had plenty time to enjoy a ton of trips, without having
to worry about my grades.
counselling & support at receiving university abroad
The profs I had were very encouraging towards students to reach out. They focused a lot on mental health,
which made it feel like a safe space to reach out if you needed to. They’re very willing to offer help of any kind,
so don’t hesitate to reach out!
transfer of credits
The first studyplanning I had checked by my student advisor was approved. However, only 1 of the courses I
planned on taking, was available during that semester so I had to pick other courses. If that happens, make sure
to get it checked again!

STUDENT LIFE
welcome & orientation programme
UVic has a very extensive welcome & orientation programme with everything you need to prepare yourself
and/or meet people. I went to a few, mainly to find my classes. Those were very helpful. A lot of people met
their friends through those programmes.
accommodation
I had already found accommodation pre-Covid and I was able to keep that accommodation during the second
time I applied. There’s currently a housing crisis happening in Victoria, which didn’t make it easy for people to
find housing but it was still doable. Make sure to look for housing on time! Landlords tend to pick people who
are well prepared.
leisure & culture
Canadian culture, especially on the island, is a lot more laid back than in the Netherlands. People tend to look
out more for each other, are less hasty and have more time for each other. As to leisure, UVic has over 200
clubs! There’s several sports clubs, gaming clubs, creative clubs, programme-specific clubs, plenty to choose
from! They’re very welcome towards internationals, so I’d definitely recommend joining some!
suggestions/tips
Not a lot of people know about this, because it’s not widely advertised, but UVic has a pet café where you can
cuddle with therapy dogs! Keep an eye on the activities page from UVic, since UVic has activities nearly every
day. As to food recommendations: try the cinnamon buns from Cobs!

CONCLUSIONS
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain
Without a doubt. Vancouver Island is such a beautiful place. It’s got everything, from beautiful beaches to
snowy mountains. From rainforests (yes, there are rainforests on the island) to the most beautiful lakes. The
people on the island are the friendliest I’ve ever met, it always felt like people were looking out for you. UVic
itself is an amazing university, with a great course selection, even better professors and a very LGBTQIA2S+
friendly space!

do you have any additional advice or comments?
Take your time to adjust to living in a new country. Some people will be doing activities every day, some will
pick a few. Do whatever works best for you :) Whether you decide to go to UVic or not, I would definitely
recommend going on an exchange!

UU Study Abroad Report Form
faculty/college
level

Science
bachelor’s

master’s

name study programme

College of Pharmaceutical Sciences (CPS)

destination city & country

Victoria, Canada

name university abroad

University of Victoria

start date

10 / 01 / 2022 (dd/mm/yyyy)

end date

30

/ 04 / 2022 (dd/mm/yyyy)

PREPARATION
exchange application process
The application process was easy. All the steps are listed on the exchange website, with the necessary
documents as well.
counselling & support at Utrecht University
I did not have much counselling or help from the University as I mostly figured it out myself because
everything was self- explanatory. There were online meetings before departure about important things for
in Canada like the documents we needed and living there. I didn’t attend all of them but they were helpful
and we could talk to students who had been there previously.
academic preparation
Since I chose to follow elective courses, I had did not need any academic preparation before going to
Victoria. I also made sure to choose subjects and courses there that did not have any prerequisites so that
made the process of following courses there easier. There were some courses that I wanted to follow that
were in the same field as my studies in Utrecht so I had to fill in a bunch of forms before a certain deadline
to show that I had the right knowledge in order to follow the course. The exchange team in Victoria was
helpful with that.
language preparation
For me there was no language preparation because my study in Utrecht is in English, and I am fluent in
English.
finances
Victoria and British Colombia is rather expensive compared to the rest of Canada. I knew it was expensive
but I wasn’t prepared for how expensive it was going to be. The cost of living there is similar to the cost of
living in Utrecht; probably more expensive. I save a decent amount of money but with the amount of the
travelling I did in Canada, it wasn’t enough.

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD
study programme (content and organisational issues)
The courses I followed were electives and not at all related to what I study in Utrecht. I did some economics,
political science, and environmental sciences courses. They were all first or second year courses but I was all
doable to follow. I did not feel like it was very challenging. The courses were all interesting and given in a
way that was engaging. The tutorials (which were mandatory) were all very interesting and provided me

with more hands on work with the material we were covering in the lectures. It was also an opportunity to
meet Canadians as well. The courses all had the same structure and planning in terms of when the mid
terms and finals were.
academic quality of education activities
The level of academics in my opinion based on the courses I followed, is in general lower than in Utrecht.
However, the workload is higher. I spent more time working on smaller weekly deadlines and homework
assignments (all of it counted toward my final grade) than I would have spent on assignments in Utrecht. My
courses at UVIC had multiple quizzes and midterms which was an adjustment for me as I’m used to having
one exam and a couple of projects for my CPS courses. So in general I did spend more time on coursework
than in Utrecht but it was not difficult at all. I still had enough time to explore Victoria and Canada next to
following courses.
counselling & support at receiving university abroad
The international office at UVIC was super helpful! They were very kind and welcoming; also very responsive
to emails and any questions I had. They organized activities as well but I didn’t end up going to them, but it
was nice to have the option there.
transfer of credits
I contacted the board of examinators of my faculty and it was arranged through them.

STUDENT LIFE
welcome & orientation programme
The welcome and orientation at UVIC was online due to covid which was disappointing. However there were
a lot of online activities you could join and various online orientation seminars about living in Victoria,
finances, culture shock, etc. These were aimed at all international students, not only exchange students.
accommodation
Finding a room was very difficult. I searched facebook with little success and managed to find a room . The
rent is expensive, more expensive than Utrecht in my opinion. My room was also off campus, but it was easy
to get around with the bus or bike.
leisure & culture
Downtown Victoria is relatively small and the most lively area of Victoria. Victoria is very small and all the
bars, restaurants, shops, and etc is located there. Its about a 20/25min bus ride downtown from campus.
There aren’t a lot of options for going out but all of it is very fun! There are lots of fun things to do or see in
the area such as Fisherman’s Wharf near downtown and Ogden Point. Hiking is also very popular in Victoria
and there are lots of places to go visit and go for a fun hike (having a car is handy for this).
suggestions/tips
Explore the island! Canada is huge, but Vancouver Island is so beautiful and it is definitely worth while to see
as much of it as possible!

CONCLUSIONS
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain
Yes I would! UVic is a great university to spend time at! Campus is small yet very welcoming and the people
in Victoria are very kind. The courses were fun and easy to follow. Life around Victoria is fun as well and
Vancouver Island is such an amazing place to explore.
do you have any additional advice or comments?

faculty/college
level

REBO
bachelor’s

name study programme

Bestuurs- en Organisatiewetenschap

destination city & country

Victoria, Canada

name university abroad

University of Victoria

start date

06 / 01 / 2022 (dd/mm/yyyy)

end date

30 / 04 / 2022 (dd/mm/yyyy)

PREPARATION
exchange application process
The exchange application process is easy. You just had to wright a motivation letter and make sure you would
choose courses that your study programme would agree on.
When applying at University of Victoria after you get accepted, the University of Victoria offers great assistance,
and their international office is quick with responses. They did multiple zoom calls for different parts of the
application process, like how to register for classes, how to prepare for housing and how to get a visa (this was
only necessary because of Covid).
counselling & support at Utrecht University
I did not have much contact with Utrecht University before or during my exchange. So I cannot really offer any
advice.
academic preparation
language preparation
It is necessary to understand and speak English, but you will also learn quickly when you are there. I did not
have to take any tests or anything. I follow a Dutch-speaking bachelor, and that is no problem. The courses and
everything was easy to follow for me.
finances
It is kind of expensive to live in Canada, especially Vancouver Island. Housing off campus was for me around 800
dollars, but I also heard people who had to pay more. On campus housing is more expansive, but in some types
of housing, there is a meal plan included. When you go travelling in Canada during or after your exchange, you
also must know that staying in hostels etc. is not cheap. I think it is possible to apply for a job at the university,
but you do have to make sure your visa allows this I think.

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD
study programme (content and organisational issues)
I took 4 different courses. This was easy to do. You have to look how many courses you must take, to be able to
get all the credits you need. When you apply for your courses, you can already see in which time schedule it will
fall, so that it does not overlap. I took some intro level courses in politics, I think that is part of why it was not
that hard, but I would also recommend it, because otherwise you might miss some part of important peaces of

information about the history. I would also pay attention to the fact that some courses are in the evenings,
which I would maybe not choose, because most of the activities are held in the evenings.
academic quality of education activities
I feel like it is easier to follow courses in Canada then it is in the Netherlands. The course load is less, and there
are fewer contact hours. Most of the professors I had are easy to contact and like to help when you are
struggling with the course.
counselling & support at receiving university abroad
As mentioned before, the support from University of Victoria for me has been great. They check in with emails
multiple times during the exchange and they are easy to reach for question about courses, accommodation,
etc. But they also have services if you need help with mental health for example.
transfer of credits
I think you get a pass or fail for your classes, so your grades will not get transferred directly. So if you pass the
course, you get all the credits I think.

STUDENT LIFE
welcome & orientation programme
Because of covid, there was not much of a welcome. We had an online welcome and introduction. From other
people, who started in the first semester, I heard stories that they normally try to organise a day/ afternoon
where all the exchange students can meet each other. They tried to do this online via a zoomcall, to also give
some more information about the coming term, but you were not able to meet other exchange students this
way. We did have a groups chat on WhatsApp with all the exchange students, where students organised their
own things, like hikes on the weekends. This way I was still able to meet a lot of people.
accommodation
There is a possibility for on campus housing, but it is not guaranteed that you will get in. I for example did not
get in. I would recommend to search for a student home in advance via Facebook or AirBnB. There are multiple
facebook groups you can join, such as ‘UVIC off campus housing’. The university also gives recommendations on
which websites are good to look at.
leisure & culture
There are multiple clubs you can join, also as an exchange student. At the beginning of the exchange, I got a
document with a lot of pages of all the clubs you can join. I for example joined the Photography club. It is very
accessible to join a club and there are, as far as I know, no rules to it. With the photography club, you could just
sign up for days to go on an excursion day/ weekend, but nothing was every obligated.
suggestions/tips
I would recommend to use your free time in the weekends to explore the island and do fun weekend trips. I for
example went to Tofino, Salt Spring Island, Mount Washington (skiing) and Vancouver on different weekend
trips. There are beautiful hikes you can do near Victoria and some of them are also easy to reach with busses.
There is also a reading break when your halfway into the term, and it is nice to go away during this period. You
have a week, so people choose to do a lot of different things, such as visiting Vancouver and surroundings, but
also flying to Hawaii, Montreal, Toronto, etc. I would definitely use as much time as possible to travel during
term. From the beginning, you know when your deadlines are (except the finals in the last month, they will give
the schedule for that a bit later), so you know when the weeks are that you get busier. But I also think that tests
and papers are easier to pass, so you can do most of the work during the weekend. I made sure I almost never
had to work during the weekends.

CONCLUSIONS

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain
Yes, I would definitely recommend going to Victoria. The surrounds of Victoria are beautiful and there are a lot
of nice places you can visit in the area. There are enough things to do to keep busy, but you can also relax and
enjoy the nature and nice cities. Victoria itself is not very big, which made me feel at home quicker than I
expected, because you can get to know the city easily.
do you have any additional advice or comments?

UU Study Abroad Report Form
faculty/college
level

Faculty of science
bachelor’s

master’s

name study programme

Pharmacy

destination city & country

Victoria, Canada

name university abroad

University of Victoria

start date

06 / 09 / 2021

(dd/mm/yyyy)

end date

18 / 12 / 2021

(dd/mm/yyyy)

PREPARATION
exchange application process
The application process was fine. It is quite straightforward if you attend the information meetings and read the
documents/web page links that explain what you need to do to apply.
counselling & support at Utrecht University
The counselling and support from Utrecht University is fine for the general process. I, however, thought that
they could’ve helped a little bit more with keeping up with all the rapidly changing COVID regulations. It was
quite easy to get confused about all the different documents/procedures you had to go through before being
able to apply or actually travel to Canada, which made the weeks before actually leaving quite stressful.
Definitely be sure to take matters into your own hands and you’ll be fine. The people at the International Office
at Utrecht are all very kind and happy to answer any questions you have though!
academic preparation
Not necessary.
language preparation
This wasn’t necessary for me either.
finances
Canada is quite expensive, so make sure to save up enough money! Groceries were more expensive than you
would expect, but especially rent was a lot of money. The rent this semester would usually start around 600CAD
and could get up to as high as 1000CAD, so quite a big chunk of your money will probably be spent on housing.
Also keep in mind to save up for if you want to travel after (or before) the semester ends!

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD
study programme (content and organisational issues)
The advantage of doing a university wide exchange was that I could pick almost any courses I wanted, with a
few exceptions. It was very fun to do some courses outside of my bachelor at UU, and UVic offered a wide
spectrum of courses that you would not be able to find at UU. I’d definitely recommend to make use of that
option! You do have to puzzle a bit though with course choices as you have to make sure yourself that the
course schedules don’t interfere with one another.

academic quality of education activities
The academic quality was high. I found that a huge plus was that the professors were very qualified, kind and
approachable. I would say the courses are a little easier than at UU. There is a lot more work to do throughout
the semester though (there are a lot of deadlines, midterms, small assessments). Also, 3 out of 5 courses I took
were given online because of COVID. I was a little bummed about that, but they were fine and I still had to be
on campus every day of the week for those two in person courses.
counselling & support at receiving university abroad
Don’t be afraid to ask them any questions you might have, they are very friendly and helpful! If they don’t know
the answer to your question, they are happy to refer you/forward your question to the person who does.
transfer of credits
Transfer of credits went smoothly. The partner university sent my transcript to UU and I received an email
saying I had to notify the board of examiners of this fact.

STUDENT LIFE
welcome & orientation programme
There was an introductory week with events you could sign up for. I did not really attend a lot of these to be
honeset, as I was just settling into my place in Victoria. I would however recommend students to go to the clubs
& course union days at UVic and sign up for clubs, as they are a lot of fun and a good way to make friends! They
also have a lot of choices in that regard. There were a lot of cool clubs, like a surfing club, a kayak club, a
photography excursion club that did biweekly trips to places a little more up the island. There was a lot to
choose from, so definitely check that out!
accommodation
The university has on-campus residence, but the chance to actually get in is pretty low for exchange students
going for one semester. I looked for off-campus housing and mainly scoured the UVic off-campus facebook
group. I ended up renting a room in the home of a lovely family. My rent was around the 850CAD, but it was a
furnished room and I got to eat dinner with the family I rented the room from for a few days a week. Most of
the UU students that went this semester ended up finding off-campus housing in Oak Bay. A lot of students also
live in the Gordon Head area. There are not many students that live downtown, although I would say that the
commute from downtown Victoria to UVic is very doable as the bus system in greater Victoria works quite well.
There was a housing crisis in Victoria though, so a lot of students that were looking for housing and having
trouble finding it. Definitely start on time and actively look for housing!
leisure & culture
There are a lot of fun places to go in downtown Victoria. Darcy’s Pub is nice, a lot of exchange students spent
many a night in the Sticky Wicket. I have never been there, but Big Bad John’s is supposedly very nice. Tacofino
has good food.
The rest of Vancouver Island is very beautiful! Visiting Tofino is definitely recommended, and going
snowshoeing on Mt Washington (if it’s winter haha) – it’s absolutely beautiful up there. The island can definitely
be explored in weekend trips, or daytrips for destinations a little closer by. We also went to Whistler on the
mainland in Thanksgiving weekend and took a plane to Calgary to drive up to Banff (in the Canadian Rockies)
during reading break. Visiting Banff National Park is a must if you ask me – it’s astonishing!!
suggestions/tips
Definitely start on time with searching for housing! That would probably be my main tip, and also to join clubs
at UVic!

CONCLUSIONS
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain
I would absolutely recommend this university and destination to others. BC’s nature and the island itself are
incredible and Victoria is such a nice city. The stereotype about Canadian people undoubtedly rings true.
do you have any additional advice or comments?
Start on time, and take the time to figure everything out. Don’t get too stressed out and just enjoy your time
there, because this will definitely be the best experience of your life!

UU Study Abroad Report Form
faculty/college

Geosciences

level

bachelor’s

master’s

name study programme

Global Sustainability Science

destination city & country

Victoria, Canada

name university abroad

University of Victoria

start date

08 / 09 / 2021 (dd/mm/yyyy)

end date

20 / 12 / 2021 (dd/mm/yyyy)

PREPARATION
exchange application process
It’s been a long time so I don’t remember 100% but I think it wasn’t too difficult. There were plenty of meetings
to inform you about what you needed to. The university lines out the process pretty well, just make sure you get
started on time and contact the university if you have questions.
counselling & support at Utrecht University
It was allright, usually quick responses to questions etc. I feel like the information about preparing for going to
Canada was not super great, the process for getting your visa was quite confusing sometimes and we got the
information on this quite shortly before the deadline, which was not great. Otherwise I would say that our
contact person was ready to help out when contacted. Also nice to get in contact with other exchange students
going to the same destination so you can help each other out.
academic preparation
Didn’t do any specific preparations.
language preparation
Not needed. If you understand and speak decent English you’ll be fine.
finances
Victoria is expensive. Prices for rooms are higher than they are in Utrecht (a lot of people paid around 800-900
dollars per month). Groceries and going out also more expensive, so make sure you have enough money saved.
Especially if you want to go on trips and explore the island and the rest of BC (which I would definitely
recommend).

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD
study programme (content and organisational issues)
I took 5 electives at UVIC. I didn’t need any specific courses for my study program so I could just do whatever I
wanted, which was quite nice. I ended up taking a course in gender studies, Indigenous studies, astronomy,
Greek mythology, and ocean sciences. It was very nice to branch out and do something different than usual,
and most of the courses were quite nice. I would especially recommend to take an Indigenous studies course if
you are going to Canada, since it is a very important part of the history as well as current events here, and I
think being aware of this can add a lot to your exchange period. Overall teachers were knowledgeable and
interesting to listen to, and usually it was easy to contact them if you ran into any problems.

academic quality of education activities
I would say that the level of education at UVIC is a bit lower than what I am used to. Generally, I would say that
it is more work to keep up with, as you may expect to have small quizzes or assignments about every week, but
these are generally very easy (e.g. only multiple choice questions). It is more to keep up with but the content
and assignments are not difficult. I didn’t find my level three course much more difficult than my level one
course. This is very nice if you go on exchange mainly for fun, as at UVIC you won’t have to spend all your time
studying and will actually have a lot of time available to hang out with friends and go on fun trips.
counselling & support at receiving university abroad
Good, I didn’t need anything specific but the international office seemed to check in with the international
students on a regular basis and were easy to contact when I had any questions.
transfer of credits
Not done yet.

STUDENT LIFE
welcome & orientation programme
In the fall UVIC has a pretty great orientation program for international students. There were lots of activities,
both for getting to know the university and the campus as well as for fun and meeting new people. I would
definitely recommend participating as much as you can as these first days during the orientation activities I
made a lot of friends.
accommodation
It was very hard to find accommodation in Victoria. I am not sure if this is usual of because of COVID (lots of
students returning to Victoria at once and people scared to rent out rooms in their houses to students because
of COVID). I did not get accommodation before coming to Victoria, so I spend two weeks in a hostel before the
term started. I responded to every reasonable online add I came across during these two weeks and only
occasionally got a response, and eventually just ran out of advertisements to reply to. I got lucky and eventually
found a really nice place to live through a friend of a friend, but I would definitely recommend to try and find a
place before coming to Victoria because it can get very stressful (some good websites to check out are
places4students.com; Kijiji.ca, and craigslist). You should also be prepared to pay more rent than you’re
probably used to.
leisure & culture
Victoria is an awesome city. If you love being outside, going to the beach and hiking, this is a great place to be.
The city in itself is not super amazing but the location makes it great. There are beaches all around, Mt Douglas
is a good place to hike not too far from campus, and if you have a bit more time to go somewhere there are
many cool parks further up island. There are also nice bars and pubs downtown.
The university itself also has a lot of cool clubs you can join. I would definitely recommend going to the club
days at the start of the year and checking out what they have to offer. I joined the photography club, which
goes places on the island every two weeks to do photography, and the archery club, which meets twice a week,
and I met a lot of cool people and got a lot of cool experiences through these clubs. Also keep an eye on the
global community newsletter (which you receive in the mail every week or so) because the global community
also organises a lot of fun events throughout the semester.
suggestions/tips
Make sure to participate in the introduction events because you will meet a lot of cool people there. And travel!
Find a nice group of people, rent a car together, and go up island. There are so many cool places to see. You can
also get to Vancouver quite easily, and if you want to see the mountains Banff is a really amazing place to visit.

CONCLUSIONS
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain
Yes! The campus in Victoria is a very nice place to be, everyone is very helpful if you need anything, and the
education level is a little lower than you are probably used to, but this also means you have more time to do fun
stuff! You’ll meet lots of cool people here and have so many amazing experiences, I definitely recommend it.
do you have any additional advice or comments?
Make time to have fun and explore! And if you are here in the fall semester, make sure to enjoy the first weeks
in which the weather is still nice and sunny, because it is about to get rainy really soon 😉

UU Study Abroad Report Form
faculty/college
level

Humanities
bachelor’s

master’s

name study programme

History

destination city & country

Victoria, Canada

name university abroad

University of Victoria

start date

03 / 01 / 2022

(dd/mm/yyyy)

end date

03 / 05 / 2022

(dd/mm/yyyy)

PREPARATION
exchange application process
There are quite a few steps involved in the application process, so do not underestimate it, and do not leave it
until the last minute. If you take enough time to prepare, then it should be doable without too much stress. I was
applying for my exchange during Covid, and this meant that I had to a lot of extra documents to prepare,
including a study permit. It was quite nice to have the permit (even though I didn’t need it in the end) because it
somehow allowed me to get a cheaper phone plan in Victoria.
counselling & support at Utrecht University
Apart from the introductory presentations on how to apply and such, I didn’t really use much support or
counselling at Utrecht University. There are quite clear guidelines on how to apply and so I managed mostly by
myself.
academic preparation
I was not required to do any academic preparation
language preparation
I also was not required to do any language preparation.
finances
In one of the pre-exchange meetings, the exchange coordinators help you make a spreadsheet for your top 3
destinations in which to calculate how much money you are going to need abroad. Canada, and specifically the
BC province is very expensive, so definitely save more money than you think you will need. In the end, I spent
just under 10,000 euros for four months. I went on a lot of trips and went out for dinner most nights, plus my
rent was quite high so I do not know if this number is representational. But this is how it went for me.

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD
study programme (content and organisational issues)
With the study programme abroad everything went smoothly. I started out with 5 subjects of each 6ECs so that
I would satisfy the point number for a minor (30ECs). However, 5 subjects turned out to be a little too
ambitious, so I ended up dropping one subject. I am now still in the process of emailing the board of examiners
to see how I can compensate these missing points. 4 subjects was the perfect amount for me, I was quite busy
with uni but was also able to make time on the weekends to go on trips etc.

academic quality of education activities
I would say that the level of education is a lot lower in Canada than in the Netherlands. I had to do more
assignments (as in quantity) but less quality was expected from the students in Canada. It was quite easy to
score high grades.
counselling & support at receiving university abroad
The counselling and support systems at the University of Victoria are incredible. All the teachers are super
friendly and there are a lot of people available that you can talk to if you have issues of any kind. You will learn
more about this once you get there, because they hold multiple introductory meetings to inform you about all
of this.
transfer of credits
I am still in the process of getting my credits transferred.

STUDENT LIFE
welcome & orientation programme
In the week before classes start (for me this was 3-10 January) the university holds a lot of orientation activities.
Unfortunately, I started my exchange when Covid was still very much around, so all of these activities were
online and therefore I was less motivated to attend them. I really only met my friends when classes started and
we could physically hang out.
accommodation
I did not apply for on-campus housing, mostly because I was told that the chances of getting in were quite slim.
However, I met a lot of exchange students that were living on campus while I was there. There are some
advantages to living on campus. But many complained about the meal plan that you are forced to take when
living in the dorms and I feel like you explore the city less because you live and study in the same place. I found
my house via facebook. There are multiple groups (UVIC off-campus group and Victoria roomates) where I
looked for off-campus housing. It takes a while to find something so start with this early. A couple of my friends
also simply rented an Airbnb for the months that they were in Victoria for, so this might also be an option.
leisure & culture
When I first met the city, I was like: am I really going to enjoy myself here? But as you get to know the city, you
realise it definitely has its charm. There are many nice bars to get a drink such as Leopold’s Tavern or Bard and
Banker. I went out for dinner most nights because the supermarkets were quite expensive. I can highly
recommend the Sizzling Tandoor restaurant and the Irish pub for some food. The people are so friendly, it is
almost scary (but in a good way). In terms of culture, I can highly recommend following some subjects about
the Indigenous population. I did so and it was really interesting to learn about this settler-native dynamic.
suggestions/tips
Make sure that you get your “One Card” within the first couple of days after you arrive. Its basically your bus
pass, gym pass and everything in one. It is super useful. But exchange coordinators at Uvic will explain how you
can get this pass.
Some of my friends had bikes. This can be quite useful, I didn’t have a bike and just caught the bus everywhere
which also worked fine.
I could also recommend getting your phone plan soon after you arrive. I got my plan at Fido and it was relatively
cheap for a lot of data.

CONCLUSIONS
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain
I can definitely recommend this destination! Especially the weekend trips away were amazing. The nature in
Canada is just insane. We went skiing in Mount Washington, canoeing at Tofino, we visited Vancouver multiple
times and at the end of our exchange we made a trip to Jasper and Banff national parks which was incredible. I
do want to say that it is important not to overexaggerate how fun an exchange is. It can also be difficult missing
family and friends and there were a lot of weekdays where I was just in the library from morning-evening
working on uni as well. So keep this in mind. But this will be the case regardless of your destination probably!
do you have any additional advice or comments?
Be open-minded with new friendships, new ideas and new experiences. Then going on exchange will be
incredible!
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faculty/college
level

Humanities
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master’s

name study programme

History

destination city & country

Victoria, Canada

name university abroad

University of Victoria (UVic)

start date

01 / 09 / 2019

(dd/mm/yyyy)

end date

20 / 12 / 2019

(dd/mm/yyyy)

PREPARATION
exchange application process
The application process went smoothly. I went to the presentation about studying abroad, orientated myself
online about where I wanted to go, and then applied. A few weeks later I heard I was accepted.
counselling & support at Utrecht University
Very good.
academic preparation
Not necessary.
language preparation
Not necessary. My English was already sufficient.
finances
Victoria is expensive. Especially housing (600-900 CD). On the other hand, you can save a lot on food. There’s a
free food bank at the campus and a lot of clubs organize free dinners. Also, there’s a free student dinner at the
Emmanual Baptist Church every Tuesday, which is super nice! Eating out is usually cheaper than doing
groceries. Expect to spend quite a lot as you’ll probably be doing trips on the weekend. I already knew Victoria
would be quite expensive, so I saved money beforehand. Moreover, I used my DUO student loan.

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD
study programme (content and organisational issues)
The average amount of courses people take is 4 to 5. You can apply to up to 6 courses and try them out in the
first week. Then, depending on which courses you like, you can drop the ones you don’t want to do. They are
very flexible in switching courses, which is nice. However, the application process at the uvic website is a bit
confusing, because there are not really elaborate descriptions about the courses available, so you’re not sure
what you’re signing up for. Just be sure you sign up on the day when the courses become available, because the
classes fill up and otherwise, you’ll be put on a waiting list.
academic quality of education activities
I found the academic quality about the same as in Utrecht, but a little bit lower. You have to do a lot of small
assignments, which I did not find of much use, but it keeps you busy. The readings were about the same
amount. Classes are mostly in lecture style and there’s not that much discussion, although some teachers give a
grade for participation (which is a bit weird as they are mostly talking). However, they expect you to ask

questions and give answers when they ask simple questions during the lecture. For me, it felt more like high
school as there was a lot of information to process and less focus on (theoretical) depth. So, the workload is
about the same but a little bit easier. Therefore, I only took three courses because four courses was too much
work for me compared to the two courses I usually take in Utrecht and given that I still wanted to have time for
trips in the weekend.
counselling & support at receiving university abroad
There’s a very good global community/council which also organizes a lot of activities for international students.
I went to some activities, such as hiking or baking together, which are very fun to do and nice to meet other
internationals. I did not make use of their counselling but I’m sure they can help you out if you have any issues.
transfer of credits
Still in process.

STUDENT LIFE
welcome & orientation programme
There was a welcome activity for international students one week before the semester started, which was a
nice way to meet other international/exchange students. The week after, there was an orientation day for all
students, so for Canadian students as well. However, I found this day a bit of a repetition. Also, I felt this day
was mostly for first year students to make new friends, who stay on campus. The global community is a nice
community to join if you want to do activities with other international students. I participated in some
activities, but I did not make my friends here.
accommodation
Most students find a room in Gordon Head, the neighbourhood close to campus. You can apply for on-campus
housing, but not all international students get in because first years are prioritized. Moreover, I heard campus
security is quite strict so it’s actually better to live off-campus. Make sure you arrive in Victoria two weeks
before the semester starts so you’ll have enough time to find a room. Most exchange students stay in Ocean
Inn hostel, which is nice to already meet students before the semester starts. Campus/Gordon head is 30
minutes from downtown. I was lucky enough to find a room in between and lived in a house with four other
really nice persons. I found the room via Facebook, but you can also try craigslist.org, usedvictoria.com, or
kijiji.ca. Most applications go via the landlord/landlady, so there’s nothing like a ‘hospiteeravond’, and
sometimes you don’t know with whom you’re going to live. Some landlords/landladies require
recommendation letters from former landlords/landladies or roommates. You generally live in a house (instead
of a student flat) which is very nice because Victoria is spread out so houses are big and if you’re lucky you have
a chill backyard.
leisure & culture
Downtown Victoria is very nice to walk around. In December, the parliaments building and harbour are
decorated with lights. Victoria has some cool places to eat brunch/dinner. I loved Green Cuisine, Bao, Jam Café,
and Lotus Pond. On the other hand, there’s not really that much nightlife. Most places close around 1-2, and
because campus is 30 minutes away, most students prefer to have drinks at the campus pub Felicita’s or go to a
house party. But bars downtown usually have good live music. Try Canoe Pub, Darcy’s, Lucky bar, or Big Bad
John’s. Also, you cannot really have a normal beer as in Utrecht, and virtually all beers are special beers which
cost around 7-8 dollars. Felicita’s on campus has cheap beer and good food!
There are not really study/student associations as in Utrecht, but there are clubs. I really recommend joining
one or more, because here is where I made my (Canadian) friends. In the first week of the semester there is a
club orientation day, and clubs have stands where you can ask for information or sign up. I joined the surf club,
outdoors club, and meditation club. The surf club is very popular and organizes a trip to Tofino every month. Be

quick with signing up for every trip, because spots fill up quickly! The outdoors club was super cool because you
go on hikes in national parks which are really close by. For example, Goldstream or Thetis lake are very nice for
a daytrip in the weekend. Also, I really recommend Mt Arrowsmith. The hike is intense (three hours up) but the
view is incredible. Nature is everywhere! Even in Victoria there’s Mt Douglas Park, which is super nice to see the
sunset over Victoria. In the morning and in the evening, it’s very common to see deers grazing in people’s
frontyard. There are also a lot of squirrels and raccoons.
The meditation club was my favourite. There’s a multifaith chapel on campus where there are free yoga and
meditation sessions every week. I really wish we had this in Utrecht! It’s so nice if you want to have a break
from studying. Also, Henri, the man who’s in charge there, is super cool to talk to (try and talk Dutch to him, he
has Dutch heritage). I made my best friends there. If you’re into spirituality/meditation/yoga, go check it out!
suggestions/tips
Get a bike at Spokes! For 40 dollars (of which you’ll get 20 dollars back at the end) you’ll have a bike for the
whole semester. Spokes is a volunteer bicycle program on campus, but as more and more students get to know
of this little gem, bikes run out fast. So be quick and get your bike on the first day Spokes opens!
There’s a reading break during the semester, which means you’ll get a few days off. Most international
students, like me, skipped the whole week and went to Hawaii. Such a beautiful place! It might be a bit
expensive but so worth it and it’s relatively close by.

CONCLUSIONS
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain
Yes!! I hope my description above says enough. I loved it there and wish I could have stayed longer. Such a
beautiful place and really chill vibe. It’s true, Canadians are super friendly people.
do you have any additional advice or comments?
Just do it ☺
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level

x bachelor’s
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Global Sustainability Science
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Victoria, Canada

name university abroad

University of Victoria

start date

01 / 09 / 2019 (dd/mm/yyyy)

end date

14 / 01 / 2020 (dd/mm/yyyy)

master’s

PREPARATION
exchange application process
It was quite some work but everything is pretty straightforward. Just take your time for it and read everything
carefully and you will be fine. Keep an eye on the deadlines though! Lots of different deadlines for different
forms.
counselling & support at Utrecht University
Not too bad, but just make sure to take your matters into your own hands. They are keen to help when you ask
for sure, but don’t expect them to take over your problems with application e.g.
academic preparation
I didn’t do any extra preparation.
language preparation
Nor here.
finances
Save up enough money!! Canada is expensive! However, in Victoria it is all about discovering tricks to save
yourself money. For example, on campus they hand out free food (bread, veggies, fruits, cookies, ..) once every
2 weeks (in front of the SUB). There is also a foodbank in the basement of the SUB where you can get free food
once or twice every week (not many people know about this!). The cinema downtown has half priced movies
every Tuesday, there is a free dinner in a church near campus every Tuesday, and there is loaaads of ‘free pizza’
events on campus. Just keep your eyes open and you will be able to save so much money. But still, for weekend
trips and travelling make sure to save up enough money before you go!!

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD
study programme (content and organisational issues)
I could pick whatever courses I wanted, except for the photography, music and acting courses (so basically all
the arts courses). I could do those if I wanted to, but I wouldn’t get ECTS for it, so it depends whether you are
doing your exchange as a part of your bachelor curriculum or just as an ‘extra’. They have loads of interesting
courses which you will not find here in Utrecht, so make sure to have a thorough look at the courses available!
And you have to make sure for yourself that your courses don’t interfere timetable wise, which can be quite a
puzzle with doing 5 courses at the same time.
academic quality of education activities

It really depends on the courses you take. I took some level100 courses but also some level400 courses.
However, I did not feel as if the level400 courses were necessarily more difficult than the level100 courses.
Considering the level of difficulty of the courses, I would say it is very doable. The difference with courses in
Utrecht is that there are loads of assignments and papers throughout the semester. So in fact you are busy all
the time. But I wouldn’t worry about this too much; I was able to get 70-80% grades with not that much effort. I
feel like the way they grade is way more flexible than here in Utrecht. Also, they do not take deadlines that
seriously; quite often it was allowed to just hand in the assignment a day or 2 later (only consequence was 5%
off your grade). Anyway, I feel like the academic quality is high of the courses, but the way they grade is not
that strict.
counselling & support at receiving university abroad
They are super helpful and friendly. Don’t hesitate to ask anything; I feel like they are genuinely happy when
they receive emails from exchange students.
transfer of credits
This hasn’t happened yet for me, so I have no clue. However, I had to do 5 courses in order to get enough
credits this semester to still be able to finish my bachelor programme within 3 years. University of Utrecht told
me I would get 6 ECTS for 1 course (instead of 7,5 which it usually is in Utrecht).

STUDENT LIFE
welcome & orientation programme
So much fun!! I remember it being pretty vague though – there is not one big week of events as the UIT week in
Utrecht – there was one day for internationals, one for all students, and throughout the week before Uni
started there were activities for internationals as well. Again here; keep your eyes open for everything going on
that week and make sure to attend as much events as you can because this is where I made my best friends for
the rest of the semester! You will meet loads of other internationals who are also looking for friends and it is a
nice way to get to know campus better. Also try to attend the welcome day that is for all the students! It’s fun
to socialise with Canadians (even though most of them will be 18/19 so probably a bit younger than you are,
and they didn’t end up being my friends for the rest of the semester, but still) and the welcome is very
American so it’s quite funny to experience this. Throughout the first weeks there will be so many welcome
events, such as ‘vikes nations soccer game’, which is fun to go to with friends, or ‘glow in the dark dodgeball’
which is hilarious to experience too.
accommodation
I was in touch with a Dutch girl who went to Victoria previous year and I got the contact details of her landlord.
Hence, I could move into his house. My rent was pretty expensive, around 900CAD$, but everything was
included (furniture, bedding, towels, kitchen tools) and location was great. I could bike to uni in 15 minutes
(found a secondhand bike via facebook marketplace, which I sold again at the end of the semester). There were
a lot of people who flew to Canada, lived in a hostel for 1 or 2 weeks and found a house by viewings in those
weeks. This works too, although it might be more stressful. Some managed to get nice student houses for 600700CAD$, but others were unlucky and had to live in a host family on a poor location for more expensive prices.
A good location is Gordon Head (close to campus and there are night buses from downtown in the weekends)
or somewhere on and around Shelbourne Street (preferably a bit closer to campus than downtown). Some of
my friends lived in Oak Bay, which is also nice, if you have a good bus connection to your place. Cadboro Bay is
also very nice (close to campus) but getting a bus from downtown is quite a hassle. Almost none of the students
live downtown, so I wouldn’t suggest for you to look for a house there as it will take you a long time to get to
campus, events and parties.
leisure & culture

There are so many nice and fun things to do! Vancouver Island is beautiful, so make sure to explore the nature
around Victoria for daytrips, or further out on the island for weekend trips. Definitely visit Tofino and go surfing
(with the surfclub is so much fun!!). Other fun weekend trips are going to Seattle, Vancouver or go camping in
Port Renfrew or Nanaimo (or other places on Vancouver Island). In the reading break we went to Hawaii with a
big group of friends, which was one of the most special trips I have ever been on. It is relatively ‘close’ to
Vancouver, so a great opportunity to visit Hawaii if it’s on your bucket list! We also went to the Rocky
Mountains, to see Banff national park. Definitely recommended, sooo beautiful!
In Victoria itself there are loads of fun bars and pubs (Canoe on Thursday!), however keep in mind that nightlife
starts early here. You have to be downtown around 10pm and some bars close at 12 already, the latest ones
close at 2pm. Sushi is very good and quite cheap (go to shizen sushi) so make sure to check that out. Downtown
Victoria is quite small so you can discover everything quite easily, which I really liked about it! You run into so
many people when you’re out in town, which makes it super ‘gezellig’.
suggestions/tips
Even if you already found a house where you can move in the day Uni starts, come to Victoria at least a week
earlier! Loads of exchange students will already be there, in the ocean island inn hostel (I met so many of my
friends here), and the international welcome events will be held during this week, so you don’t wanna miss out
on that! Many were already here 2 weeks earlier and already explored parts of Vancouver Island. Really nice
because it is summer and you’ll be able to camp, which will be harder when winter is coming!
Also, don’t book your ticket back home yet, as it is a good opportunity to go travelling after the semester ends! I
went to Costa Rica for 3,5 weeks, others went roadtripping to the Rocky Mountains through the snow and
others went backpacking to Colombia. A great opportunity to explore more on that side of the world. However,
there were also a lot of people just going home for Christmas.

CONCLUSIONS
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain
Yes 100%. As said above, Victoria (actually Canada in general) is so beautiful, Canadians are suuuper helpful and
friendly and there are LOADS of internationals at uvic. I made so many international friends, visited amazing
adventurous places and joined fun clubs at uvic! They have a club for basically everything; I went surfing with
the Surfclub in Tofino, did a photography excursion with the Photography Excursion Club, went hiking and
camping on the Juan de Fuca trail with the Outdoors Club and sang with a band in the campus pub (Felicitas,
also very recommended to hangout!) with the Live Music Club. There is just so much to do, and I personally
really liked that everything is in English so you don’t feel so lost in a new country.
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Preparation
Exchange/placement application process:
I found the UU Exchange Partner Universities website very useful in the process of choosing a
university abroad. The application process went very smoothly and the directions were clear. I did
find the deadline of December 1st pretty early, but I can imagine this has to do with all the
arrangements that have to be made to get everything ready on time.
Counselling/support at home university:
The pre-departure meeting was informative and fun. It was nice to see the other students going to
my university before actually leaving the Netherlands. I did not have any problems before going on
exchange, so I cannot give any remarks/tips in regards to specific counselling/support.
Academic preparation:
I did not prepare academically for my exchange. I did look very well into the courses that
University of Victoria offers, so this was a very important aspect of why I decided on the
destination.
Language preparation:
I did not do any language preparation.
Finances:
I made sure I had enough money on my savings account. Canada is a lot more expensive
(groceries, rent, etc.) than the Netherlands and since I also travelled for a month in Central
America after exchange I had to keep that in mind too.
Study/placement abroad period
Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues):

Very well arranged! Since UVic is a university-wide partner university I could pick a lot of courses
from different studies/faculties. I made sure I knew what kind of courses I wanted to follow and as
soon as the list of courses for 2018/2019 became available I carefully selected the courses I
thought were most interested and relevant for my studies back home. Before this list comes online,
you can get some inspiration from the lists from previous years.
Academic quality of education/placement activities:
Very good quality. The professors were very qualified, open, and easy to talk to. I actually became
“friends” with some of them and they were very keen to help me with my future academic career.
In general the courses have more deadlines that I am used to at UU, but that means that the
material and exams are also more spread out over the semester. You have to keep in mind that it
is a semester and not a “blok”, so you have way more time to learn about one specific topic (which
I enjoyed). I got my courses by filling in special request forms, because they had requisites. I got
into all of them, but I have heard that other UU students did not, so I advise that you fill in those
forms as well as you can.
Counselling/support at host institution/organisation:
The International Office at UVic was very friendly. I did not have any problems, so I did not visit
them during my exchange. They do send emails with information and updates about activities, and
they keep reminding you to come visit them if you experience any difficulties.
Transfer of credits:
I have not transferred my credits yet, but I expect to get 7,5 ECTS per course. I followed 3
courses.
Student life
Welcome/orientation programme:
A lot of fun! Good way to get to know other international students, although the groups were pretty
big. You also get a tour on campus, which was very useful. I also attended the First Year
Orientation, which was a nice way to get in touch with Canadian students.
Accommodation:
I found an accommodation off-campus through the Facebook Off-Campus Housing group. Finding
housing is VERY HARD, so start early!!!
Leisure/culture:
There are many student associations you can join. They present themselves at the information
market, where you can sign up. I joined the Parks Club, the Photography Club and the Outdoors
Club. Students run them, so it is not always very well organised, but it is fun and a good way to get
to know people!
Suggestions/tips:
Start early with finding housing, save up as much money as you can, and enjoy the nature and the
friendly people over there! Victoria, and Vancouver Island in general, is so so so beautiful!
Conclusions
Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain:
Yes! Everything was perfect. The people were great, the university offers very good courses and
has very good professors, the nature is amazing, there is a lot to do and Canada/USA have a lot of

good places to check out during the weekends and reading break. The weather can be a bit grey
though later in the year and if you are going abroad to party Victoria is not the place to be.
However, Victoria has great bars and even the campus has a spot were you can drink beers and eat
dinner for cheap!
Do you have any additional advice or comments?:
Try to go early so you can enjoy the nice weather (think: camping on the island) or extend your
stay to check out more of the continent.
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PREPARATION
exchange application process
At first, it is important to orient where you want to go for your study abroad. I already knew that I wanted to go
to Canada, so my top 3 were all Canadian universities. I wrote a motivation letter for my first choice, made a
study plan with courses I found interesting and applied for UVic. After a few months, UU sent me an e-mail
saying I could go to UVic. There is no extra application process at UVic besides this application at UU. A few
weeks later I got an e-mail from UVic with a confirmation and I could make an account for UVic.
counselling & support at Utrecht University
I already knew where I wanted to go, so I did not need a lot of help with my choice, but my study advisor was
very helpful if I had any questions. There were also two pre-departure meetings, one for the whole university
and one for my studies specifically. The pre-departure meeting for the whole university was very helpful, since
there is a coordinator who knows specific things about the universities in North America. You can ask her
questions and get to know other students from UU who are going to your university which is really nice! All in
all, there is always someone you can talk to at UU if you need guidance with your application or choice.
academic preparation
Before applying, I looked at courses at UVic to make sure there would be courses that I found interesting.
However, there was no year plan yet with all the courses for the term that I would study at UVic. By the time I
could apply for courses it was clear which courses would be given in my term, but I could not follow all the
courses that I wanted to follow beforehand. I also could not follow Public Administration courses, so that was
kind of a bummer. However, UVic has lots of courses and I think everyone will find interesting courses.
There are a few courses that have prerequisites before you can apply for them, for example courses that you
should have passed. In June, you have to fill out a form if you want to follow a course with a prerequisites,
showing that you meet this requisite. A few weeks later after you have gotten a confirmation of your
prerequisites, you can register for all your courses online. I recommend applying for 6-7 courses and then
following the first lecture of each course and then figure out which ones you want to follow! If you are on time
with registering, it is easy to get the courses you want, but if you are too late you can be put on the waitlist.
language preparation
UVic does not require you to have a certain level of English. I did not have any troubles with speaking English,
everything is easy to follow.
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finances
It can be expensive to go to Canada, but it is definitly worth it! In the high season, the plane tickets are really
expensive. Accommodation is around the same price as in Utrecht, maybe a little bit more expensive. Groceries
are also a bit more expensive, especially compared to eating out. I would recommend saving up some money
and working a lot before you go, but there are also sites on which you can apply for grants such as
www.wilweg.nl. I applied for a few grants and I did not get it unfortunately, so I do not know how high the
chances are.

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD
study programme (content and organisational issues)
Before registering, you can make a timetable on the UVic site to make sure that your courses do not overlap. I
had to be at campus every day from 9-13, but I also had a lot of friends that were free on some days! UVic has a
lot of different courses to follow, I followed courses from different faculties. I would really recommend looking
at different faculties and courses to broaden your scope.
academic quality of education activities
I would advise to follow 200 and/or 300 level courses. Three of the courses I followed were 300-level courses
and one was a 200-level course. The courses were not hard at all. Compared to UU, I would say the academic
level is much lower, but there is just more that you have to do (for example weekly assignments) and more
courses you have to follow in one term (instead of two periods with two courses there is one term with four
courses). It can be hard to balance all the courses, but the content of all my courses was easy to understand.
Exams and assignments are also more theoretic and broad than at the UU.
counselling & support at receiving university abroad
There is an International Student Services (ISS) at UVic. Around 7 people work there and they send you all the emails with information you need. You also get to know them at the international student welcome. They really
encourage you to come by their office and they are always welcome to answer your questions. The teachers are
also very helpful, they have special office hours during which you can visit them and ask them all your questions
about the course. They really encourage you to go visit them. UVic has a great support system.
transfer of credits
I followed four courses in total, that were worth 30 ECTS in the end. Your grades will not be transferred to your
degree, only pass/fail. All of the professors are really easy graders. If you do your best and show up and
participate (participation is often a part of your grade), you will easily pass your courses. There are a lot of
smaller parts that make up your total grade instead of one big exam. In the end, I passed all my courses with an
A+, A, A- and B+. So do not worry about this and also make time for fun activities!

STUDENT LIFE
welcome & orientation programme
UVic has several orientation programmes. I went to the international student welcome and the new student
welcome. They start off with introducing UVic. They really emphasize that the UVic community is very inclusive
and that you should not worry about feeling lonely because you are going to find your new family here. For me,
this was a bit over the top but I can understand that it can be reassuring for people who do not know anyone at
UVic. These days are also organized to get to know other students and to learn your way around campus. I
would really recommend going to the international student welcome; I met all my friends during this day. The
new student welcome had a lot of overlap with the international student welcome in terms of information, but
was mostly oriented towards first-years so not as relevant for me.
accommodation
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Beforehand, I thought it would be very hard to find accommodation. I applied to stay on campus in a cluster
house against a fee of $50. However, they preferred long-term students, so I did not get a spot. In late August,
they have overflow accommodation with rooms that are not filled and you can try again. Since the chances of
you staying on campus are not very high, I would recommend looking for accommodation off campus. There is
an UVic off campus housing facebook group in which there are offers, but there are also websites like
usedvictoria, craigslist and kijiji on which rooms are posted. Most things happen on campus, so try to look for
houses as close to campus as possible. In the end, everyone found a room before classes started, so do not
worry about this.
leisure & culture
Most activities happen on or around campus. The parties are mostly house parties, but you can also go out
downtown. International Student Services organizes activities such as a potluck or movies for the international
and exchange students to make new friends. UVic also has over 100 great clubs that you can be a member of,
which is really fun! There is something for everyone.
suggestions/tips
I would really recommend becoming a member of the Photography Excursion Club (PEC). Everything in Canada
is quite far away and renting a car requires an extra fee if you are under 25. This club organizes day trips in the
weekend for which you only have to pay for gas. It is a really nice way to explore the island without having to
pay a lot of money.

CONCLUSIONS
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain
I would really recommend going to UVic. There were a lot of small assignments I had to do during the week, but
in the weekends I had time to explore. Canada is beautiful, there is a really good vibe on the island and the
people are super nice. I wish I could go again!
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Science

level

Bachelor’s

name study programme

Biology

destination city & country

Victoria, Canada

name university abroad

University of Victoria

start date

05 / 09 / 2018

end date

21 / 12 / 2018

PREPARATION
exchange application process
I followed the exchange application process steps on the Utrecht University website and Osiris. Some of these
steps were making a study plan, writing a motivation letter and making a grade transcript. I already knew that
the University of Victoria would be my first choice after visiting that city and the area, so for me it was not hard
to figure out where I wanted to go.
counselling & support at Utrecht University
My study advisor helped me with my study plan, as she had to check for overlap with courses I already
completed, and making a .pdf of my grades. I was able to e-mail, call or visit my study advisor (Isolde den
Tonkelaar) and the Student Exchange Coordinator for North-America (Ingrid Dijkstra).
academic preparation
I applied for my exchange during my second year of my bachelor’s programme, because you need 60 EC before
you can apply. I got 60 EC in my first academic year, so there was no barrier for me to apply for an exchange in
my second year.
language preparation
A language test or proof was not required, as the University of Victoria beliefs that exchange students from
their partner universities are good enough at reading, writing, understanding, and speaking English. I have
travelled in North-America for a few months, which greatly increased my English skills.
finances
A decent amount of money and/or a creditcard are necessary for studying at UVic in Canada. A minimal budget
for one semester should be around 4000-5000 euros, because Canada is an expensive place to live and there
are so many activities to do, but they are often a little bit expensive.

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD
study programme (content and organisational issues)
I was not able to get in some biology courses I wanted beforehand, because I did not do prerequisite courses at
the Utrecht University. Therefore, I only did one biology course and three geography courses. So, for me the
exchange was almost a geography minor.
academic quality of education activities
I was a third year student during my exchange, but I took two first year courses or level 100, one second year
course or level 200, and one third year course or level 300. The academic quality of education activities was

good. My courses offered many different education activities, such as lectures, labs in the lab or outside,
papers, presentations and online exercises. A lot of local issues or examples were used, which made it very
interesting in my opinion.
counselling & support at receiving university abroad
The University of Victoria International Student Services are there for you if you need help with anything. Very
nice people work there, and they are easy to contact.
transfer of credits
My grades have not been transferred at the moment that I am writing this report, but I have seen them online
and the International Student Services let me know that the university arranges that.

STUDENT LIFE
welcome & orientation programme
There was an International Student Orientation Day about a week before my classes started. You got to know
some other international students and the campus that day. It was very welcoming, and I immediately felt that
the University of Victoria was a good choice. The International Student Services also organized some events on
campus, especially during the first few weeks, so you were able to meet other people.
accommodation
I travelled to Victoria a month before classes started to find a room. It was not very easy to find a room, as the
landlords often want you to rent it for a year, it is located too far from the campus, they only want a female
renter, or the room is too expensive. Most of the rooms are between 700-900 CAD (450-600 EURO), but I found
a room for 470 CAD. The location was excellent, as my room was right between downtown and the campus,
next to Hillside Mall. However, my room did not have a living room, so the kitchen with dining table was the
only common area. I lived with my landlady and two other roommates. In Victoria it is very common that
people use a room in their house to rent it to an international student, so it is common to live with your
landlord/landlady.
leisure & culture
Victoria has a western culture. Most citizens are white or Asian. Victoria has beautiful shorelines and a cute,
“old” downtown and inner harbour. There is fastfood everywhere, so it gave me an American vibe as well. The
people are extremely friendly and helpful. Victoria is surrounded by nature, which gives you great opportunities
to go hiking or to do other outdoor activities in the area. Vancouver Island has everything you need: rainforests,
mountains, rivers, lakes, the ocean and beaches. I often went hiking in the weekends. Sooke Potholes Provincial
Park and Goldstream Provincial Park are about 1-1,5 hours away with the bus, which is nearby from a Canadian
point of view. I also went on weekend trips further away from Victoria, for example Tofino, Campbell River and
Mount Washington. I took the bus (Tofino Bus) or rented a car with others (international students) to go on
these trips. UVic has a club for everything, and I would recommend joining a few of them. I joined a kayaking
club and I went on a trip with them as well. It is a great way to meet new people and to see places. I was told
that it usually rains a lot more in Victoria, so I was lucky that the weather was relatively good during my
exchange, as nice weather makes outdoor activities more attractive to me.
suggestions/tips
-Victoria has a good bus system, but you can rent a bike for 40 CAD at SPOKES on campus, and you get 20
dollars back if you bring the bike back at the end of the semester. Victoria has a few hills and helmets are
mandatory.
- Attend a few events organized by the International Student Services to meet other international students,
especially during the start of the semester.
- Join clubs on campus, it is a great way to meet new people, especially Canadians.

- Find a room with a close to campus with a common area, unless you prefer a quiet place.
- Food and beer are expensive, be prepared!
- Pubs, bars and clubs close between 1-2pm, if you stay until the end, you have to take a taxi back or bike.
- Go whale watching, visit the Sooke Potholes, Goldstream Provincial Park, Mount Washington, Paradise
Meadows and Tofino on Vancouver Island.
- Explore Vancouver, Squamish, Whistler and the Rocky Mountains on the mainland if you can.
- Victoria is next to the US border, so you can visit the Olympic Mountains, Seattle, Portland and Hawaii
(relatively cheap flights to Hawaii) as well.

CONCLUSIONS
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain
I would recommend doing an exchange semester at the University of Victoria. The campus is beautiful, the
people are friendly and there are many things to do outside the campus.
do you have any additional advice or comments?
Course registration is different at UVic. Read the e-mails about course registration very thoughtful, as they
describe exactly how to fill in a course request form. Collect English UU course descriptions of prerequisite
courses. I was a little bit too lazy with this, so I ended up taking three geography courses and one biology course
instead of taking four biology courses. The courses were very interesting, but not my original plan.
Also, enjoy your time at UVic, it is normal to be nervous for things or if you do not feel well some days in
Canada. Do some fun activities and start with assignments or preparing for tests on time and it is going to be a
great time!

